Early exploratory behaviors in preterm infants and their implications to intervention
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Studies indicate that preterm infants present delays in development of gross and fine motor skills, language, learning and integrative, executive and cognitive functions. Therefore, it is important to follow them up in early development. In an initial phase, before beginning the object-guided exploratory behavior, the infant perform a series of non-object-oriented exploratory behaviors that were studied by researchers from the University of Delaware.

The longitudinal study followed 24 full-term (FT) infants, 24 preterm without significant brain injury (PT) and 6 preterm with significant brain injury (PTI). The behaviors of the infants were taped at birth and at 1.5, 3, 4, 6, 9, 18 and 24 months of corrected age. Until the corrected age of 9 months, the infants were placed in prone and supine. Since 3 months they were also taped in a seating position. There was no social direct interaction nor with portable objects during the assessment and each posture was taped for 3 minutes. Behaviors were assessed and analyzed by Hierarchical Linear Model.

There was a constant increase in the maintenance of the head in midline in all postures. In prone and supine, such behavior was more frequent in FT, followed by PT and then PTI. There were no differences between groups in seated.

One hand in midline was less frequent in PT and PTI than in FT, in prone and seated. Both hands in midline occurred less frequently in prone in the PTI and in seated for PT and PTI than FT.

One hand fisted asymmetric decreased with age in the all postures. In supine and prone, PTI showed more frequency than FT and PT. In the sitting position, PT and PTI showed more frequency than FT. For both hands fisted the percentage of time decreased over the first year in all postures, with both hands opening at approximately 7 months in bench press and prone, and at 12 months in seated. In prone, it was greater for FT than PT and PTI in the first 6 months.

Mouthing the hands was seen more often in PTI than FT and PT in prone. In supine, PTI showed fewer hands in the mouth from 0 to 9 months. It declined steadily from 3 to 15 months for all infants in seated.

Looking at the hands and Looking at hands while acting were watched at very low frequency in prone. In supine, PTI looked less than the others did. In seated, no differences were found between groups.

Touching the body decreased through the months in supine and prone for all infants, and for 3 to 18 months in seated. PTI played less touches than the others did. Touching surfaces in prone increased during the first nine months without differences between groups. In supine, there was a peak at 9 months, with PTI showing more touches than FT and PT. Seated, there was a steady increase from 3 to 18 months for all infants.

Head up in prone was more frequent in FT, followed by PTs and after PTIs. Keeping the raised head increased with age for FT and PTI groups.

PTI infants performed fewer bouts of exploration per minute than other infants from 6 to 9 months in prone and from 6 to 24 months in seated. Over the age, all infants increased the separate behaviors performed. In prone, FT infants showed greater variability than PT and PTI. In seated, FT and PT showed greater variability.
than PTI. For the combined behaviors performed, FT performed greater variety than all PT. PT performed a greater variety than PTI in seated.

The results show the delay of preterm infants, especially those with significant brain injury in the acquisition of important motor milestones, such as cervical and upper limb control.
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If these non-object-oriented exploratory behaviors are not present, delays are expected in object-oriented exploratory behaviors such as reaching. A systematic review showed that preterm infants performed more bimanual, with increased movement units and variable postural muscle activity when compared with full-term infants. Furthermore, preterm at 6 and 7 months achieved slower reaches and greater adjustments in the attempt to obtain successful holds. However, we should consider the gestational age of the preterm baby because more similarities than differences in exploratory behavior of objects was found in late preterm (more than 34 weeks of gestational age) than full term infants.

Therefore, the present study reinforces the literature about the need of early follow-up programs to detect and intervene in the preterm infant population. A systematic review highlighted the variability in early intervention programs and the difficulty in identifying the most effective intervention package. However, we can emphasize that exploratory non-object-oriented behaviors should be stimulated during the intervention. It is believed that practicing/repeating such skills during therapy could lead to increase such behaviors. Increasing such behaviors would increase the possibility of providing fundamental experiences for the future development of these children. It is important that new studies verify the effects of intervention using such behaviors as part of rehabilitation for immediate and long-term effects on gross and fine motor development, language, cognition, and other aspects of child development.
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